2. Pearls of Wisdom for the Pearl Children
Mother Mary and “Marianna”
Beloved Divine Mother Mary, Please come and sit with me this
morning and share your Gifts of Sacred wisdom.
“My child, I am ever with you as you are taking your loving steps
Home once again. Worry not that time has slipped away, for we have
indeed been working together in your Dream state for Your Intent is
Pure.”
“Know that the Earth and all upon her are walking in New Uncharted
Waters of Experience. All the Heavenly Host are watching, wondering
what choices Humanity will make now. Many are awakening from a very
deep, deep sleep and reconnecting to the Love of Their Being.”
“Worry Not when you turn on your television sets and radios and
you hear the Trauma and Drama, Grief and Despair for the Dark forces are
trying everything they can to create havoc and despair, fear and pain.
Step above this Test of being controlled by anything outside of yourself!
You are All Masters Playing in a Game of Love and Power. Know fear is
controlling you most of the time, but that is changing for now slowly each
one of you will know who you truly are. Then you will hold out your hand
to help others recognize who they are! Know that this Love for one
another will spread like your wild fires on a windy day. That Love will
sweep clear all your memories of pain and sorrow leaving only the
Wisdom you have gained from all your experiences.”
“As you know, many Masters who have completed the Third
Dimensional Game and Graduated back into their Divine State of reality
are Stepping forth to help Humanity at this time. They have Volunteered
to reincarnate out of Love and Service to the Great Divine ‘IS’, The Creator
of All That Is, to assist Humanity in experiencing something that has
never, in All the Planets and Galaxies, been Done before. These Masters
have chosen to Help Humanity raise Their vibrations. This comes out of
Love to help all who have Not Yet Awakened to Release Their Trauma and
Drama so they can live in their Physical Bodies and their Holy Sacredness
that each Being was before they volunteered to participate in the Earth
Experience and Play the Game of Duality where everyone Pretends that

they don’t remember who they truly are. They are a Divine Sacred Spark
of the Great Divine that contains all the power and Wisdom of the Divine.
All this is waiting for Humanity to Claim for their own! It is the Gifts
Stored in Heaven.”
“It is who you Really Are that awaits you to just claim it. These
Divine Masters are Coming into Earth now to Assist you. They are Called
‘The Pearl Children.’ We are providing a Gateway of Higher Energy
Frequencies that will assist these Pearl Children to enter the Lower
Vibrations of Earth so they will be able to handle the Lower Vibrations
and Chaos of the Third Dimension.”
“So take a deep Breath and we will Journey out into the Higher
Dimensions and Bring Back and Download Higher Wisdom to help the
Pearl Children and Humanity to Accept, Merge and Blend these energies
of Higher Awareness.”
Mother Mary takes my Hand and I am Filled with Heavenly Bliss and
Love. The essence of soft roses fills my senses and I am at a very deep
peace knowing I am safe.
I Feel the Soft wind on my Face as we sail through the air. It is fresh
and cool against my body Essences. I see Sparks of Light in the air and
colors I have never seen before fill the sky. I hear chimes and singing,
many Beings of Light are gathered to greet us, Shining in Sparkling White
Opal Essence Robes Holding what looks like candles but I see it is the Light
of Their Being that simply flows to us in Love to Greet us. We are taken
into a Beautiful rose garden with waterfalls and animals who roam
Lovingly throughout the grounds. Big exotic cats play with rabbits in a
loving way. All is peaceful and Love fills the pure air. An opening in the
Garden appears and Crystal furniture fills this Round Healing Chamber
that is out in the open. I see myself on a Crystal Bed with all the Master
Healers attending to me and directing Healing Light into my Third Eye and
Chakras. I can Feel my Body Being massaged but no one is touching me.
All is done with Thought and Healing Love. My body is filled with Very
Hot Liquid Light that is white-Gold Sparkles of Bubbles that are churning
and Mixing, Triggering Codes to be activated and my vibrational Level is
increasing. I can Feel myself expanding and I am told that will keep
expanding until I can physically hold All the Light of my Higher Self with

Ease and Grace. I Feel the pulsing of the Divine Creator ‘IS’s Heartbeat
pulse throughout my body.
My Head is very full of Energy and expanding to receive the New
Wisdom. My Body will be used as a Trial Format for the New Energies of
Heaven on Earth and will continue to be adjusted to create the Perfect
Mold that can be used for Others with more Ease and Grace. I am told
that it is part of my agreement to be a Guinea Pig, as we say on Earth, to
assist Humanity. I am at Peace with that for it Hurts me to see the people
Suffering, Warring, Starving, Dying and experiencing Sickness. It’s time
for a change! I am Thankful to Be in Service to the Divine So I can Help
the Pearl Children and the multitudes remember who they truly are and
then Live in Peace, Love and Harmony. I can see the Light coming through
my Body and out Beyond my Body and I know we are through for this
day.
Everyone is dancing and celebrating for all want to assist Mother
Earth and Humanity to Awaken. It is of Great Joy for the Heavenly Host!
Beloved ‘IS’, Mother Mary and Sweet Jesus, Beloved Moses and
Archangel Raphael, Archangel Michael, Archangel Metatron and many,
many more. The Masters form a circle around me and ‘IS’, the creator of
All That Is Blesses One and All and Proclaims, “Indeed My Children Are
Coming Home and So Be It and So It Is!”
Mother Mary then Created an Arc of Light to my Third Eye that
Downloaded all the Gifts of Sacred Wisdom into my Crystal Bed in the
back of my head, then directed that Wisdom down through my body into
the Iron Core Crystal Grid and out through the Grid System to All planet
Earth, Including the Ring around the Earth, out to All Universes, Galaxies
and back to the Great Central Sun creating the Divine Sacred Figure Eight
of Infinity, ‘As Above So Below’!
Mother Mary asked me to close my eyes and allow all the healing to
integrate into every cell of my Body and for me to rest and Know They are
ever near me, I just simply need to ask and They will assist me.
“Peace Be with you until we meet again. I will see that you are Safe
in your home and grounded.
“I am your Divine Mother Mary”
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